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Penny 

Lawrence

This is the National Quilt 
Museum 2021 Block of the 
Month quilt This was my first 
quilt as you go. The top 
sashing was doubled so you 
did not have to turn under a 
narrow hem. It was fun quilting 
the blocks, sashing and 
borders using various rulers on 
a domestic machine.




Penny

Lawrence

This was a baby quilt for a 
baby shower that I ordered 
on 12-31. I received it the 
Sunday before the shower. It 
was rated beginner; all the 
animal blocks had to be cut 
out separately. The sashing 
were 2” square with corner-
stones on point. The backing 
was minkee. I learned it was 
faster using rulers than a 
walking foot.




Penny

Lawrence

Close up of blocks and 
cornerstones.




Rita Percer

This is the Stack and 
whack quilt I made from 
the demonstration Sue 
Bennorth gave the 
guild members. It is one 
of my IFFY completed 
projects.




Rita Percer

Here’s the back!




Judy 

Chaffee

A quilt I finished this week for a repetition and rhythm challenge. The pattern is called Urban Trek. It’s done 
with floral fabrics for the Covid nurses.




Rita

Percer

This is a picture of 
my Grandson’s 
wall my daughter 
painted.




Rita 

Percer

This is the quilt 
I made for my 
Grandson.




Rita

Percer
Here is the 
back 



 Jean Carter
and Doryce

Fitzgerald

We made coats! 
Here is the front 
view. Pattern 
purchased at 
Quilty Pleasure, 
Simi Valley. 
They also have 
classes.



 Jean Carter and Doryce
Fitzgerald

And the back. Second image is the pattern we 
used.




Stitch n Chat

For show n 
share. The 
Stitch n Chat 
mini group 
made 21 fabric 
bowls for the 
boutique in 
Leona Valley.




SCVQG Show and Share

THE END

Champion at 13 months. Another finish!
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